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Chapter 3
Variability Management and Assessment
for User Interface Design

Jabier Martinez, Jean-Sébastien Sottet, Alfonso García Frey, Tewfik Ziadi,
Tegawendé Bissyandé, Jean Vanderdonckt, Jacques Klein, and Yves Le Traon

Abstract User Interface (UI) design remains an open, wicked, complex and multi-
faceted problem, owing to the ever increasing variability of design options resulting
from multiple contexts of use, i.e., various end-users, heterogeneous devices and
computing platforms, as well as their varying environments. Designing multiple
UIs for multiple contexts of use inevitably requires an ever growing amount of
time and resources that not all organizations are able to afford. Moreover, UI
design choices stand on end-users’ needs elicitation, which are recognized to be
difficult to evaluate precisely upfront and which require iterative design cycles.
All this complex variability should be managed efficiently to maintain time and
resources to an acceptable level. To address these challenges, this article proposes
a variability management approach integrated into a UI rapid prototyping process,
which involves the combination of Model-Driven Engineering, Software Product
Lines and Interactive Genetic Algorithms.
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3.1 Introduction

The development life cycle of User Interfaces (UIs) often requires producing several
versions of the same UI intended for different targets. This development may
span from different versions targeting different contexts of use to a single version
exhibiting a multi-layer UI [39] offering different levels of sophistication depending
on the end-user’s expertise. Interaction design is understood as a complex and
multi-faceted problem [8] that is always open [45] (new end-user requirements
may appear while designing), iterative (there is no optimal solution at first glance),
and intrinsically incomplete (not all end-user requirements are elicited from the
beginning). When designing interaction, variability is manifold depending on the
context of use [10]: variability of end-users, of their devices, computing platforms,
and of environments in which they are working. Moreover, end-user requirements
are difficult to evaluate precisely upfront in UI design processes. Therefore, the
main UI design processes, such as User-Centred Design [15], implement an iterative
design cycle in which a UI variant is produced, tested on end-users, and their
feedback is integrated into design artifacts (e.g., part of the UI, requirements, etc.).
Since these processes are mostly based on trial and error, some parts of the UI
have to be re-developed many times to fulfill all the different user requirements.
When different UIs are produced for various contexts of use, their respective
usability to be achieved is also varying, thus posing the problem of multi-target
usability evaluation [1]. Moreover, these UI design processes involve multiple
stakeholders playing different roles (e.g., software developers, UI/User eXperience
designers, business analysts, end-users) that demand a great amount of time to reach
consensus. UI variability has thus a significant impact on the design, development,
and maintenance costs of the UI, thus redistributing the total cost of ownership of a
UI depending on these parameters.

To overcome variability issues in software engineering, researchers have suc-
cessfully relied on the paradigm of Software Product Lines (SPLs) [12]. The SPL
paradigm allows to manage variability by producing a family of related product
configurations (thus leading to product variants) for a given domain. Indeed, the
SPL paradigm proposes the identification of common and variable sets of features,
to foster software reuse in the configuration of new products [34].

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) has already been used to effectively support
the UI design process [40]. According to [5, 13], SPL and MDE are complementary
and can be combined in a unified process that aggregates the advantages of both
methods without suffering too much from their respective shortcomings.

A MDE-SPL approach could produce rapidly many variants of the same UI.
However, some of these variants could not satisfy their respective level of usability:
a same UI deployed on different computing platforms could have different levels of
usability [1]. Testing a very large collection of similar variants could be exhausting
for the end-users and may lead to inappropriate results. As such, an innovative way
to evaluate only a relevant portion of the variant needs to be defined. This solution
could provide a reasonably good (but not necessarily optimal) variant that satisfy
the end-user requirements elicited for a set of contexts of use.
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This article proposes an approach to manage UI variability jointly based on
MDE and SPL. Our approach relies on model transformations that support the
expression of the variability. This approach enables the separation of concerns
of the different stakeholders when expressing the UI variability and their design
choices (UI configurations). A Multiple Feature Model approach is considered in
which each feature model represents a particular concern allowing, if needed, each
stakeholder to work independently. A partial and staged configuration process [14]
is proposed in which a partial UI configuration is produced that can be refined
by all stakeholders including the end-user feedback. Once the UI is produced, an
innovative mean for evaluating the variants with end-users allowing to select the best
products is presented. These concepts will be exemplified with a concrete example
of UI variability.

The chapter is structured as follows: First, in Sect. 3.2, we introduce the related
work on the three domains: feature modelling and configuration, user interface
variability and variant testing. Next, we introduce our UI-SPL approach (Sect. 3.3)
that help in deriving many products from initial design models and variability
models. Then, in Sect. 3.4, we explain the assessment of the produced UI variants
using a genetic approach. Before concluding the chapter, we illustrate (Sect. 3.5) and
evaluate (Sect. 3.6) our approach based on a case study: evaluating the UI variants
of a contact list.

3.2 Related Work

3.2.1 Feature Modelling

Feature models (FM) [34] are popular SPL assets that describe both variability
and commonalities of a system. They express, through some defined operators, the
decomposition of a product related features. The feature diagram notation used
in this article is explained in Fig. 3.1. The E-Shop FM consists of a mandatory
feature “catalogue”, two possible payment methods from which one or both could be
selected, an exclusive alternative of security levels and an optional search feature.
FM constraints can be defined. In this case “credit card” implies a high level of
security.

Features composing a FM depict different parts of a system without any clear
separation of concerns. The absence of feature types makes these models popular
as there are no limits for the expression of design artifacts. But at the same time,
[9] have demonstrated that depicting information in a single FM leads to feature
redundancies due to the tree structure. As a result, separation of variability concerns
into multiple FMs seems to be crucial for understanding [28] and manipulating [2]
the many different faces of variability. Each of these FM focuses on a viewpoint on
variability which makes easier to handle variability for each stakeholder. An early
example of this approach is MiniAba [38], which models UI adaptation based on
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Fig. 3.1 Feature model from an E-shop (Source: Wikimedia commons)

a FM: the complete UI configuration is represented by a FM tree, whose branches
and/or leaves may be edited or removed in order to produce an instantiated FM.
This FM then gives rise to a project configuration that will automatically generate a
corresponding adapted UI. The big win is that, when one changes any feature in the
FM, it is automatically reflected in the generated UI after re-compiling.

3.2.2 SPL Configuration

The configuration process is an important task of SPL management: producing
a particular product variant based on a selection of features to fit the end-users’
requirements. In this context, a configuration is hereby defined as a specific
combination of FM features satisfying all the FM constraints. When designers and
developers configure a system according to requirements, the enforcement of FM
constraints can limit them in their design choices [48]. Moreover, the separation
of the variability in multiple FMs is also a source of complexity due to many
dependencies across FMs. The fusion of all FMs into one for configuration purposes
seems to solve this issue but results in a large FM that mixes different facets:
this may lead to invalid configurations and thus invalid or inefficient products.
Some solutions exist to overcome these problems. The work by [35] proposes
an implementation of a configuration composition system defining a step-by-
step configuration [14] using partial configurations [7]. Thus, some portion of
a FM can be configured independently, without considering all the constraints
(coming from other configurations) at configuration time. Then, constraints amongst
configurations may be solved by implementing consistency transformations [2].
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3.2.3 Model-Driven User Interfaces Variability

Model-Driven UI calls for specific models and abstraction. These models address
the flow of UIs, which could range from a mono-path flow to multi-path workflow
[19], the domain elements manipulated during the interaction, the models of
expected UI quality, the layout, the graphical rendering, etc. In addition, each model
corresponds to a standard level of abstraction as identified in the CAMELEON
Reference Framework (CRF) [10]. The CRF aims at providing a unified view
on modelling and adaptation of UIs. In the CRF, each level of abstraction is a
potential source of variability. Modifying any model fragment at any specific level
of abstraction induces a specific adaptation of the UI.

For instance, the task model, considered in CRF as the topmost model, depicts
the interaction between the user and the features offered by the software in a way
that is computing-independent. Adding or removing a task results in modifying the
software features. Considering this, we can assume that there is a direct link between
classical feature modelling and task modelling such as presented in [33]. In this
work, a task model is derived from an initial FM. However the authors did not go
any further in describing the variability related to interaction and UI (e.g., graphical
components, behavior).

In [18], the authors present an integrated vision of functional and interaction
concerns into a single FM. This approach is certainly going a step further by
representing variability at the different abstraction levels of the CRF. However,
this approach has several drawbacks. On the one hand, this approach derives
functional variability only from the task model, limiting the functional variability
of the software. On the other hand, all the UI variations are mixed into a single
all encompassing FM which blurs the various aspects for comprehension and
configuration [28].

Finally, Martinez et al. [29] presented a preliminary experience on the usage of
multiple FMs for web systems. This work showed the feasibility of using multiple
FMs and the possibility to define a process around it. It implements FMs for a web
system, interaction scenario, a user model (user impairments), and device. However,
this approach does not consider the peculiarities of UI design models and their
variability.

A few works in SPL for UI have been published. A large part is dedicated to
the main variability depiction (using FMs) but they do not directly address the
configuration management. Configuration is a particular issue when considering
end-user related requirements which may be fuzzily defined.

3.2.4 Testing Many Variants

Selecting optimal SPL product variants based on some criteria has been studied in
SPL Engineering (SPLE). To achieve this, it is a common practice to enhance the
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variability model by what is referred to as quality attributes [6, 11, 23, 25]. Assessing
the quality of produced variants requires to deal with a potential large set of similar
UI to be evaluated and with subjectivity (i.e., considering users feedback could also
encompass some aesthetic aspects).

Genetic algorithms have been used for guiding the analysis of configuration
space [17, 36]. A key operator for evolutionary genetic algorithms is the fitness
function representing the requirements to adapt to. In other words, it forms the
basis for selection and it defines what improvement means [16]. In our case, the
fitness function is based on user feedback which is a manual process in opposition
to automatically calculated fitness functions (e.g., the sum of the cost of the
features). Because we deal with these user assessments as part of the search in
the configuration space, we leverage Interactive Genetic Algorithms (IGA) where
humans are responsible to interactively set the fitness [16, 47].

3.3 UI-SPL Approach

Model-driven UI design is a multi-stakeholder process [21, 22] where each model
– representing a particular sub-domain of UI engineering – is manipulated by
specific stakeholders. For instance, the choice of graphical widgets to be used
(e.g. radio button, drop-down list, etc.) is done by a graphical designer, sometimes
in collaboration with the usability expert and/or the client. Our model-driven UI
design approach [40] relies on a revised version of the CRF framework (Fig. 3.2).
It consists of two base meta-models, the Domain meta-model -representing the
domain elements manipulated by the application as provided by classical domain
analyst- and the Interaction Flow Model (IFM) [31]. From these models we derive
the Concrete User Interface model (CUI) which depicts the application “pages”
and their content (i.e., widgets) as well as the navigation between pages. The CUI
meta-model aims at being independent of the final implementation of any graphical
element. Finally, the obtained CUI model is transformed into an Implementation
Specific Model (ISM) that takes into account platform details (here platform refers
to UI tool-kits such as HTML/jQuery, Android GUI, etc.). Finally, a Model-to-Text
(M2T) transformation generates the code according to the ISM. This separation
allows for separate evolution of CUI metamodel and implementation specific
metamodel and code generation.

We propose a multiple feature models (multi-FM) approach (see Sect. 3.3.1) to
describe the various facets of UI variability (e.g., UI layout, graphical elements,
etc.). In a second phase, (see Sect. 3.4) we introduce our specific view on config-
uration on this multi-FM and its implementation in our model-driven UI design
approach (see Sect. 3.3.2).

Fig. 3.2 Model-driven UI
design process
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Fig. 3.3 Variability models (FM) coverage on our UI modeling framework

3.3.1 Multi-FM Approach

Classical FM approaches combine different functional features [33]. In the specific
context of UI design, we propose to rely on a similar approach for managing
variability of each UI design concern. UI variability is thus decomposed into FMs
(Fig. 3.3). Each of these FMs is related either to a model, a meta-model, a mapping
or a transformation depending on the nature of the information it conveys.

– Models: Three FMs in Fig. 3.3 manage variations at the model level (IFM,
Domain and CUI). The FM responsible for the Domain configuration can be
used to express alternatives of a same concept, e.g., using or not the address,
age or photo of a given class “Person”. The IFM variability can express for
instance the possible navigation alternatives to be activated or not. For instance
on a shopping website, shortcuts providing quickly access to a given product can
be configured. The CUI FM represents alternative representations of a widget: a
panel (i.e., portion of UI displayed on a screen) can become a full window (i.e.,
displayed has full-screen) on mobile phones.

– Mappings: The variability of the mapping between IFM and Domain can be
managed by a mapping FM. Interaction flow elements (UI states) can involve
different concepts of the domain model.

– Transformations: Variability can be expressed also at the level of transforma-
tions. The variability that a transformation could convey (i.e., multiple output
alternatives) can be expressed with FMs. The transformations impacted are (1)
between IFM, Domain and CUI, (2) between CUI and ISM. The variability of
(1) expresses the possible UI design choices: how an IFM state selection can be
represented: a simple list, an indexed list, a tile list, etc. The variability in (2)
depends on the target ISM and configures the final representation to be provided
to end-users. For instance, a CUI simple list can be represented using, as output
of the transformation, the following HTML markup alternatives: “<select>” or
“<ul>”.

By scoping the FM to a specific concern, our approach allows to focus only on
the variations related to the underlying concern. In our approach, the different FMs
enrich the existing UI design process accompanying, step-by-step, the design of
models and their variability.
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3.3.2 Implementation: Model Transformation

Before starting the whole transformation process (up to the first executable pro-
totype), the various FMs that describe the possible configurations of the product
line have to be aggregated. More details about this step is available in [43]. As a
result, only one large FM is built allowing to produce, through model to model and
model to text transformations the variants to be assessed. To aggregate the many
FM, we can use the insert operator of Familiar [3] using the following expression
see Listing 3.1.

Listing 3.1 Familiar insertion operator for building complete partial configuration

fml > i n s e r t MappingIFMDomain i n t o C UI Tr a ns f o r m a t ion . CUILis t w i th mand

The implementation of our approach relies on an existing system that derives a
UI from IFM and domain models using successive model transformations [41]. This
initial system was not taking into account the configuration of the variability. The
difference is that it uses the FM as a transformation configuration and generate a
UI for each possible configurations depicted in the aggregate FM. We have built a
small algorithm that produce a configuration model for each valid combination of
the FM. Then this configuration model (conforms to a configuration metamodel)
is used as an additional input model for the transformation. Nevertheless, we keep
our tool initial behavior if no FM is specified: a default transformation is executed
if it has no configuration (in ATL syntax: i.getConfiguration.oclIsUndefined()).
The “getConfiguration” helper uses the explicit link between the input models
(IFM/Domain) and the current configuration to be generated.

Listing 3.2 Excerpt of the default transformation used if no configuration is defined

r u l e s e l e c t i o n L i s t V i e w D e f a u l t e x t e n d s w i d g e t E v e n t s {
from

i : SC ! S e l e c t i o n S t a t e ( i . g e t C o n f i g u r a t i o n . o c l I s U n d e f i n e d ( ) )
to

o : CUI ! L i s tView (
name <� i . name ,
i d <� i . name . r e g e x R e p l a c e A l l (’ ’ ,’’ ) ,
w i d g e t s <� i . domainElements�> s e l e c t ( e | e . Type = # Image )�> c o l l e c t ( e |

,! t h i s M o d u l e . image ( e ) )
)

}

We reused the rest of the transformation chain up to the application generation:
CUI to ISM and ISM to Code. For each type of ISM (i.e., interaction State) a set of
rules are produced corresponding to the possible variants. Each particular attribute
of the widget (i.e., indexed and filtered) is also dependent on the configuration
thus introducing additional conditional expressions (ListFilters and ListDividers
conditions in Listing 3.3).

Listing 3.3 Excerpt of selection to tile list in CUI transformation including configuration helpers

h e lp e r c o n t e x t OclAny def : h a s C o n f i g ( c o n f i g : S t r i n g ) : Boolean =
i f ( s e l f . g e t C o n f i g u r a t i o n . o c l I s U n d e f i n e d ( ) )
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then
f a l s e

e l s e
s e l f . g e t C o n f i g u r a t i o n . WidgetName= c o n f i g

e n d i f ;
. . .
r u l e s e l e c t i o n T i l e L i s t e x t e n d s w i d g e t E v e n t s {
from

i : SC ! S e l e c t i o n S t a t e ( i . h a s C o n f i g (’TileList’ ) )
u s i n g {

c on f : C o n f i g u r a t i o n ! C o n f i g u r a t i o n = i . g e t C o n f i g u r a t i o n ;
}
to

o : CUI ! T i l e L i s t (
name <� i . name ,
i d <� i . name . r e g e x R e p l a c e A l l (’ ’ ,’’ ) ,
i c o n s <� i . domainElements�> s e l e c t ( e | e . Type = # Image )�> c o l l e c t ( e | t h i s M o d u l e

,! . image ( e ) ) ,
L i s t f i l t e r s <� i f ( c on f . f i l t e r e d ) then f i l t e r e l s e OclUndef ined endi f ,
l i s t D i v i d e r <� i f ( c o n f . i n d e x e d ) then d i v i d e r e l s e OclUndef ined e n d i f
) ,
f i l t e r : CUI ! F i l t e r (
f i l t e r R e v e a l e d L i s t <� f a l s e ) ,
d i v i d e r : CUI ! D i v i d e r (
a u t o d i v i d e r <� t r u e )

}

3.4 Evaluation of Configuration: Rapid Prototyping

End-user requirements are crucial in user centered design. They are often not
formally defined: most of the time they are expressed as remarks on a portion of
the produced or prototyped UI. Thus, in order to capture end-user requirements,
UI designers have to propose various product versions (prototypes) to end-users. A
common practice is to use rapid prototyping. Rapid prototyping is a user-centered
iterative process where end-users give feedback on each produced prototype. Proto-
types are usually mock-ups of UI drawn with dedicated tools (e.g., see balsamiq).1

In order to show to the users an interaction experience closest to reality we should
rely on higher fidelity and on living prototypes (i.e., the user should be able to
interact with it). As a result, MDE provides us with semi-automatic generation
capabilities. It allows a quick production of prototypes and many assessments in
a limited amount of time. End-users will thus elicit the way they prefer interacting
with the system, the best widgets and representations for their tasks. In fact, through
these iterations they elicit the product configuration that best fits their needs.

In previous work [40, 42], we have tested the global usability of particular
generated UI prototypes. We have also proposed a version that evaluate only a
portion of the UIs produced by an SPL [43]. Configuration reconciliation can be
a time consuming task, which may delay the product elicitation. Indeed the time
for configuring and aligning all the partial configurations together can be a very
consuming task even if we relax some FM constraints (i.e., getting an end-user
feedback on generated UI after a one or two minutes configuration).

1http://balsamiq.com

http://balsamiq.com
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Here we will try to evaluate the different UIs obtained by an SPL. The approach
we have selected is an interactive genetic algorithm (IGA). It aims at reducing
drastically the number of UI configurations to evaluate as well as the number of
person necessary for this test. The idea is to converge quickly to good/acceptable
UIs with a small number of algorithm iterations: limiting the effect of user fatigue.
At each iteration the IGA will take into account a user ranking (e.g., like/dislike) of
the proposed UI and propose, a mutated configuration for the next step. This will
allow to test potentially many configurations whilst keeping only the convenient
ones.

The approach we have followed here is decomposed in two steps. The first
step consists in generating the set of UIs according to the possible configurations
depicted in the FM. For the sake of performance (i.e., rapid evaluation between
each IGA iteration) and because of interoperability issues we choose to produce
first the set of evaluable UIs. Nevertheless the MDE-SPL generation mechanism
could have been directly driven by the IGA produced configurations. The second
step is iterative and consists in the evaluation of the produced UI variant and then
production of next UIs to be evaluated thanks to the IGA.

3.4.1 Step 1: Deriving All Relevant Configurations

The idea is to generate all the possible configurations and then apply the UI
generation process for each of them, as depicted in Sect. 3.3.2. Some constraints
can also be added to existing ones [4]. They allow to remove product variants which
are, predictably, not relevant for the task at hand. For instance, tile lists are not
necessarily relevant without photos or images.

3.4.2 Step 2: Variant Assessment

We followed the recommendations of Nielsen regarding the minimal number of
end users to involve in iterative user tests [30]. As such, we decided to run user
tests with 5 participants in order to collect their feedback. For each iteration of the
genetic algorithm, 10 UI configurations are suggested to testing (i.e., 2 per end-
user). According to the predictions of the Poisson model [30], involving 5 users
gives rise to an expected probability of reporting 85% of the usability problems
for a simple UI. Given that usability problems impact their assessments, having at
least 5 users should enable us to gracefully evolve to a reasonable good UIs at a
reasonable cost regarding the number of involved end-users. The IGA is taking this
user evaluation to propose, to all users, for the second round of evaluation a mutation
of the best variants. A mutant is a new configuration that slightly different from the
previous one, by e.g., changing one feature (add/remove).

The details of the implemented IGA is shown in Algorithm 1. First, the
population is randomly initialized at line 1. After this, the evolution starts at line
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Algorithm 1 Interactive genetic algorithm for data set creation in the contact list
case study

input: Genetic representation of a configuration = 20 bits, Population = 10 configurations,
Users = 5
output: Data set of user assessments

1: population initializePopulation()
2: while stopConditionNotSatisfied() do
3: foreach confi 2 population do
4: confi:assignedUser  assignUser(users,confi)
5: end foreach
6: foreach confi 2 population, in parallel do
7: confi:fitness  getUserFeedback(confi)
8: registerDataInstance(confi)
9: end foreach

10: parents parentSelection(population)
11: offspring crossover(parents)
12: offspring repair(offspring)
13: offspring mutate(offspring)
14: offspring repair(offspring)
15: population survivorSelection(offspring)
16: end while

2 until the stop condition is satisfied. In our case we used the termination condition
when reaching a fixed number of generations in order to avoid user fatigue and time
consumption. We can also limit the number of generations (iteration of the IGA):
it limits the number of evaluations (against user-fatigue), but also stop before the
evaluation curve is reverted (i.e., when producing mutant the quality of UI could
regress because of user fatigue).

From line 3 to 5, each member of the population is assigned to one user for
assessment. In our experimental settings, each of the 5 users is assigned to 2
members to cover the whole population. The user feedback for all the population
is obtained from line 6 to 9. Once the fitness of the whole population is set, we can
proceed to the parent selection for the next generation. The parent selection operator
is based on a fitness proportionate selection (line 10). At line 11, the crossover
operator is based on the half uniform crossover scheme [46]. The crossover, as well
as the mutation operators of the GA, can end up with invalid configurations because
of FM constraints. Existing works have solved this by penalizing the fitness function
or trying to recover the configuration to a valid state. In our case, at line 12 and 14
we repair the offspring if hard constraints are violated. The mutation operator used
at line 13 is uniform with p D 0:1. This mutation factor is meant to prevent a loss
of motivation from users (i.e., user fatigue) by reducing the likelihood that they
will keep assessing very similar UI configurations from the population, while thus
enabling us to explore new regions of the configuration space. Finally, at line 15,
the survivor selection operator is based on a complete replacement of the previous
generation with the new generation.
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3.5 Case Study

Contact Lists are widely used Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) applications to
obtain personal information such as telephone numbers or email addresses. We can
find them on mobile phones for personal use, communication systems for elderly
people, corporate intranets or web sites. Despite of sharing the same objective, the
final UI implementations are very diverse. We focus in this case study in building
contact lists with corporate information.

User involvement is one of the key principles of the user-centered design
method [15]. The literature includes a number of early works leveraging SPL
techniques to deal with the management of HCI-specific variability using SPL-based
approaches [32, 33]. In this case study dealing with UIs, we focus on early binding
variability [26] where design alternatives are chosen at design-time. Therefore, this
scenario does not focus on customization options which are performed by end-
users themselves within the UI, nor to self-adaptive systems which corresponds
to run-time binding of variability. The ISATINE framework [27] structures the
adaptation life cycle into seven stages: goal specification (when the end-user defines
her goals for adaptation), adaptation initiative (who is taking the responsibility
to trigger the adaptation), adaptation specification (what could be performed to
ensure an adequate adaptation), adaptation application (performed by the system
itself), adaptation transition (how to convey the transition between the stage before
adaptation and after), adaptation interpretation (how to interpret the results of
the adaptation), and adaptation evaluation (how to evaluate the results of the
adaptation with respect to the initial goals). If these seven stages are considered, the
adaptation specification and application are particularly ensured by our approach.
The transition should be ensured by other techniques.

3.5.1 The Contact List Example

Figure 3.4 presents the FM defining the variability of the Contact List application
domain. The FM was created by HCI experts from the Luxembourg Institute of
Science and Technology (LIST) with whom we collaborated in this case study. This
FM encodes knowledge about the interface design defining a configuration space of
1365 valid configurations. UI design choices, even for this apparently simple case,
give raise to voluminous configuration spaces.

The ContactList variability is decomposed into three main features: List
depicting the possible choices to be made in terms of widgets for representing
the list, Master Detail Interface which states the global layout of the
application and Details Grid which sets the layout for the detailed information
of a person. The ListType variability defines the different alternatives of List
widgets: DropDownList is a select box showing only one item when inactive,
ListView is a classic navigation list and TileList is a list of thumbnails
represented as tiles. The Indexed optional feature separates and ranks the list
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Fig. 3.4 Contact list feature model

items by the first letter of the name. The Filter optional feature adds a search
functionality implemented through a text box that automatically filters the list
items according to the text introduced by the user. The ListItem consists of
the Name of the person or the Photo, or both. Four cross-tree constraints are
shown in the feature diagram which are related to these features. Concretely, the
DropDownList feature excludes Indexed, Photo and Filter features. Also,
the Filter feature requires the Name in the ListItem feature.
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The Master Detail Interface is an optional feature that split the screen
in two parts: the master and the detail. The master contains the list while the
details interface, after a selection in the master, shows the corresponding contact
information. There is variability concerning the Ratio of the screen split and
the Position of the master interface. Finally, the Details Grid feature
represents different alternatives to organize the contact information on the screen
(e.g., telephone number, address etc.) as for example including all information in
one column or determine the position of the textual information with respect to the
photo.

The SPL has been implemented using the Variability-aware Model-Driven UI
design framework [44] based on AME (Adaptive Modeling Environment) [20]
which is able to derive, through source code generation, any configuration of the
presented FM. The target framework for the derived products is the JQueryMobile
web framework.2

Screenshots demonstrate the diversity of UIs that can be obtained (they have been
anonymized to avoid displaying personal information): Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 present UI
variants from which we enumerate their corresponding features. Figure 3.5 shows an
example that includes ListView with only the Name (see left side of the figure).
The list view is neither Indexed nor has a Filter feature. It has Master
Detail Interface with Equal Area and Master Left given that the
screen is split in two identical parts with the list (master) at the left and the details
grid at the right. The details are displayed with Photo Right Grid.

Figure 3.6a, b show how the TileList is realized (see right side of the figure)
and Fig. 3.6c how the DropDownList is displayed (see left side of the figure).
Figure 3.6d shows a UI variant whose configuration does not have a master detail.
It only displays on the screen either master or detail (note the presence of the back
button at the top left of the screenshot for coming back to the master). In the case
of master detail, the ratio indicates whether we have a big master interface with a
small details interface (e.g., Fig. 3.6c) or vice-versa. Alternatively, we can have the
split into two equal parts (Figs. 3.5 and 3.6a).

Fig. 3.5 Configuration and screenshot of its associated contact list UI variant

2JQueryMobile web framework: https://jquerymobile.com

https://jquerymobile.com
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Fig. 3.6 Screenshots of derived variants from the contact list SPL and enumeration of their
associated features. (a) Tile List, Photo, Master Detail (with Equal Area and Master Right) and
Details Grid with Photo Bottom Right. (b) Tile List, Photo, Master Detail (with Big Master Area,
Master Right). (c) DropDownList, Name, Master Detail (with Big Master Area, Master Left). (d)
Master Detail Feature (The list variability is not illustrated in this figure) and Details Grid with
Photo Bottom Right

The Position variability is related to a horizontal or vertical split of the screen
and whether the master is in one side or the other (in Fig. 3.6b the master and detail
have been swapped). If the Master Detail Interface feature is not selected
in a configuration, the window split will be replaced during the navigation: one
first window for selecting the person to be displayed and the other one for seeing
the details. Finally, the Details Grid feature represents different alternatives to
organize the contact information on the screen. For instance, in Fig. 3.6a the grid is
four columns and two rows whereas in Fig. 3.6d it is two columns and four rows.

3.5.2 Defining Configurations Chromosome

One important decision to implement the genetic algorithm is how to represent the
individuals (the configurations in our case). We consider a binary array. Figure 3.7
shows an example of the chromosome of an individual that conforms to the Contact
List SPL. The phenotype consists of the non-abstract features of the FM. Concretely,
the leaves of the FM and the Master Detail Interface feature (see Fig. 3.4)
are coded on a binary string of 20 bits. The features are the fixed indexes of the array
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Fig. 3.7 Example
chromosome of an individual
of the contact list SPL
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where the value 1 means that the feature is activated and 0 that it is not. Representing
a FM configuration chromosome as an array of bits is a common practice in the
use of genetic algorithms in SPLE [17, 24]. As presented before, the details of the
implemented IGA are shown in Algorithm 1.

3.6 Case Study: Experimentation

The objectives in this case study is to investigate whether:

1. The variant assessment selects better configurations than a randomized algorithm
for a given number of iterations. To that end:

– We quantitatively evaluated the improvement of the user scores through the
IGA compared to random selection within the configuration space.

– We study the diversity of the population along the generations to show the
convergence of the IGA towards relevant UI designs.

2. The best UIs are configurations that usability experts confirm as relevant UI
designs. We qualitatively discuss the findings with a usability expert and we
checked if the top ranked configurations are close to configurations elicited by
usability experts.

We conducted two independent experiments in two organizations: LIST and
SnT. Figure 3.8 presents the results of the IGA for the two organizations. On the
horizontal axis we have the different generations and the vertical axis is the mean of
the scores of the user assessments for this generation. We show the score mean along
the six generations including the standard deviations. An ascendant progression
means that for each new generation, globally, the UI variants are being better
appreciated by the pool of users. In Fig. 3.8a we observe a quick ascension until
generation four while in Fig. 3.8a we observe the ascendant progression starting at
generation two.

Despite that we do not have the explanation for the descending effect in LIST
case for generations five and six, we consider that it is caused by the experience
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Fig. 3.8 Results of the genetic algorithm evolution in the two organizations. (a) LIST. (b) SnT

that the users had in UI design. The score mean improved quickly from generation
one to four by filtering really inappropriate variants, and then decreased a little bit
because of their capacity to criticize the proposed variants. They may not evaluate
the variant itself but its capability to be different from what they already evaluated.
Furthermore, some of these critics were related to non-variability related issues.
Other possible explanation could be user fatigue.

In order to observe whether the IGA tends to converge, Fig. 3.9 shows the
progression of the generations in the two dimensional space of mean score and
diversity. We calculated the genotype diversity along the different generations (g1
to g6) as the average of the Hamming distance of all pair of configurations in the
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Fig. 3.9 Generations progress in terms of mean score and diversity. (a) LIST. (b) SnT

generation. The diversity decreases if we approach to the left side of the horizontal
axis. For example, we can observe how the diversity is not increasing more than
its value at g1 which is the randomly created population. For LIST, as shown in
Fig. 3.9a, g4 has both the lowest diversity and the maximum mean score. In the case
of SnT, as shown in Fig. 3.9b, the last generation (g6) has both the lowest diversity
and the maximum mean score. In the LIST case, the user pool was able to reach
better variants for them earlier.
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UI Quality Improvement. Regarding the first hypothesis, we evaluate if our
process based on evolutionary techniques selects better variants than a randomized
algorithm for a given number of iterations. We repeated the experiments with the
same participants using random selection. In this approach, for each generation,
10 configurations were automatically selected from the viable space which is the
same size of the population that we used for the IGA. Basically, for the random
selection, we used the same operator as the one used for seeding in the IGA. Despite
that we still call each group of 10 random configurations a generation, no genetic
information was propagated from one generation to the next. Figure 3.10 shows the
results of the genetic algorithm and the random selection in order to compare them.
The most important observation is that random selection failed to obtain a global
score mean greater than 5 in any of the generations while the genetic algorithm did
achieve it. We can see how the genetic algorithm outperforms the random selection
approach except in the first two generations where the effect of evolution is still
trying to find relevant regions of the configuration space.

Table 3.1 presents the representative improvements obtained in the two inde-
pendent experiments by comparing the global score mean. The global score mean
is the mean of the assessment scores in all the generations. The genetic algorithm
approach has a global score mean which is around 0.5 points better (i.e., 0.45 in
LIST and 0.55 points in SnT).

The proposed genetic algorithm produced better results over the generations
than the random approach. The algorithm tends to converge to a solution in this
search of better UI configurations. To prove this, we computed the diversity of the
members of each generation. If the diversity has a tendency to decrease, it is a sign
of convergence. Figure 3.11 shows the graph of the results at organization LIST and
SnT for both the genetic algorithm and the random process. We can see how the
random approaches in both organizations do not decrease the diversity while, for
these 6 generations, we observe how the genetic algorithm performs better than the
random approach to reduce the diversity. The random approach failed to decrease
the diversity to values lower than 5 while this was achieved by the genetic algorithm
approach. As result, we can conclude that, compared to the random approach,
we both increase the global mean score and we reduce the diversity along the
generations. These two aspects allow the genetic algorithm to try to converge to
optimal or sub-optimal solutions which means to relevant UI designs.

Usability Expert Analysis. In order to confirm our second hypothesis we required
a usability expert with nine years of experience to assess that the better variants
found by our approach satisfy usability criteria. This expert is independent in
order to provide an impartial assessment. He does not belong to the team that
developed the considered project, nor participated during the variant assessment. We
summarize the expert qualitative evaluations on the three relevant variants shown in
Fig. 3.12:

– The first variant, shown in Fig. 3.12a, is the simplest list with no master detail.
It addresses several usability criteria [37] such as low workload, explicit control,
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Table 3.1 Global score
mean evaluation

GA Random

LIST 4:65 4:20

SnT 4:40 3:95
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homogeneity/consistency or compatibility with traditional contact applications.
The search bar and the simplicity of the UI allows the end user to go directly to
what he/she is looking for. However, as drawback, it is not possible to browse
through the contacts’ photos or to do a visual research if the name of the person
is unknown.
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Fig. 3.12 Screenshots of relevant variants. (a) ListView, Name and no MasterDetailInterface. (b)
TileList, Name, Photo, Indexed, Filter and no MasterDetailInterface. (c) TileList, Name, Photo,
Filter, MasterDetailInterface (with Big Master Area and Master Left) and Vertical Grid
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– The second variant, shown in Fig. 3.12b, has a better appearance (aesthetic
consideration) and has more information (i.e., photo and index). It also complies
well with Scapin and Bastien’s usability criteria [37]. Notably the adaptability
criteria is well implemented here: the application can be convenient to the
different situations of use (e.g., on large screen and small screen display,
etc.). However, it seems visually overloaded. Reducing the number of persons
displayed in the list can be an option. Another important point noticed is that the
users can just play with the UI (e.g., browse through colleague photos) and be
distracted from the prescribed task.

– The third variant, reproduced in Fig. 3.12c, is very close to the previous one,
except for the master/detail pattern. It also complies with most of the usability
criteria. The list of persons is more compact than the previous variant (Fig. 3.12b)
giving a better impression. The information is accessible directly without the
need to navigate which is a plus for large screens but not necessarily the
best solution. In the configuration with a Master Detail interface, the layout is
important, and in this variant the vertical grid fits perfectly with this layout.

The usability expert claimed that the relevant variants that have emerged from
applying the approach satisfy most of the usability criteria.

3.7 Conclusion and Perspectives

In this article, we addressed the issue related to UI variability. UI variability holds
numerous facets (e.g., graphical design, development, usability, etc.) due to the
diversity of stakeholder profiles whom may contribute to the UI development life
cycle, such as, but not limited to, end-users. Moreover, in UI design, one encounters
frequently the difficulty to align the products with fuzzily defined user requirements.
This complexity can lead to an inefficient UI design process, which has an impact
on the UI design costs.

Therefore, we proposed an approach to manage UI variability based on MDE
and SPL, integrating SPL management into our current MDE UI design process. In
order to build a viable product, the stakeholders have to confront their viewpoints
when configuring products. This is the general approach we have illustrated here,
adopted for rapid prototyping.

This article focused on the end-users as peculiar stakeholders of the design
process. Such stakeholders can intervene in some specific parts of the process
using partial FM: i.e., help in choosing some features. Nevertheless the potential
indirection between feature and the resulting UI could make things unclear. This is
why we should still rely on user assessments.

When using SPL, we can obtain many variants of the same UI, thus making
it difficult to assess for end-users. How end-users would assess more than 800
variants? Even, if they had time to evaluate it, when assessing many similar UIs the
user-fatigue will provide biased results. We could have used partial configuration to
split the problem and focus on a specific element such as in [43]. However, it will
not have provided results for the overall interaction experience.
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We have experimented with an Interactive Genetic Algorithm that helps to assess
and deal with many variants produced by an SPL approach. It helps to reduce the
number of UI to be tested by end-users and to find consensus on a relevant versions
(i.e., of a good quality). First, it facilitates the exploration of the design space (as
defined in the FM) and with a rather small portion of the possible configurations.
Second, it helps to assess the variants with a group of users reducing some personal
subjectivity.

One future direction of this work would be to propose a ranking of the features
which influence user decisions the most. As such we would be able to predict the
configurations which are not relevant or the most adapted to specific interaction
situations.
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